Appian Pathway

What is Appian Pathway?
Appian Pathway is the most elite deployment of Appian. With Pathway, Appian leverages product development capabilities that go beyond expert delivery to ensure remarkable and measurable business results. These capabilities include low-code innovation, user-centric design, business value realization, and adoption management tailored to achieve your most ambitious goals. Pathway is the gold standard for Appian implementations.

Why Appian Pathway?
Appian Pathway is informed by more than 5,000 Appian implementations and 20+ years of expertise. If you have a mission-critical project that must succeed, Pathway is for you. Appian Pathway is delivered by multidisciplinary Appian teams focused on delivering ROI through a unique outcomes-based engagement model. Appian Pathway brings our very best to bear on your most critical initiatives.

What is included in Appian Pathway?
Pathway builds on Appian Expert Delivery, our standard implementation service, and includes these core components:

- **Appian Innovation Approach**: Create an innovative vision and ambitious goals to inspire and motivate.
- **Advanced Product Design Module**: Work closely with our design experts and product managers throughout the engagement.
• **Pathway Program Governance**: Gain executive oversight and involvement.

• **Change and Adoption Structure**: Navigate your digital transformation seamlessly.

• **Business Value Realization Module**: Achieve measurable results regardless of what challenges or adaptations emerge.

---

**How do I get started with Appian Pathway?**

Contact [success@appian.com](mailto:success@appian.com) or your account representative to learn more about Appian Pathway and to explore Appian-led implementations.